Introduction to APA Citations
“Cite the work of those individuals whose ideas, theories, or research have directly influenced your work” (APA, 2009, p. 169).
Types of APA Citations

**In Text Citation**
- In text citations are used throughout the text of your paper
- These are brief parenthetical citations that indicate you are paraphrasing or directly quoting another author’s work

**Reference Citation**
- Reference citations are listed on the Reference page of your paper
- These are detailed citations, arranged in alphabetical order by author’s name

The Reference page should include a reference citation for each in text citation. However, “…personal communications…” and “…classical works such as the Bible and the Qur’an…” only require an in text citation (APA, 2009, p. 174).
In Text Citations Include

Direct Quote or Paraphrase

• Author
• Publication Date
• Page Number

Example:
(Small & Vorgan, 2011, p. 45)

(APA, 2009, pp. 170-174)
Basic Reference Citations Include

• Authors and/or Editors
• Publication Date
• Title
• Publication Information
• URL or DOI (use for electronic sources)

Note: *The authors can be “…corporations, associations, government agencies, and study groups...”* (APA, 2009, p. 176).

(APA, 2009, pp. 183-189)
Reference Citation Example

Print Book

Basic Format:

Author Last Name, Author First Initial. Author Middle Initial. (Year).

*Title of work.* Location: Publisher.

Example:

Reference Citation Example

Chapter in a Book or Entry in a Reference Book (with Editors)

Format:
Author Last Name, Author First Initial. Author Middle Initial. (Year). Title of book chapter or reference entry. In Editor’s First Name Initial. Editor’s Last Name, & Editor’s First Name Initial. Editor’s Last Name (Eds.), Title of book (pp. xx-xx). Location: Publisher.

Example:
This example has an editor, but no author:


Reference Citation Example

eBook

Example:


Retrieved from http://ebscohost.com/ebooks

Note: if the eBook has a doi number, use the doi number at the end of the reference citation instead of retrieved from statement.
Reference Citation Example

Electronic Reference Book (Dictionary)

If no author/editor, list entry as author, example:

author/authors (use entry title if no author listed)

publication year (use (n.d.) if no date listed)

title of work (typed in italics)


database or website url the information was retrieved from
Reference Citation Example

Journal Article with DOI

Basic Format:

Author Last Name, Author First Initial. Author Middle Initial. (Year). Title of article. Title of Periodical, Vol#(issue#), pages of article. doi


Reference Citation Example
Print “Journal Article without DOI”

Example:

*Journal of Clinical Periodontology, 22*(12), 946-952.
Reference Citation Example

Abstract

Example:

doi:10.1177/146642400112100408
Reference Citation Example

“Online Newspaper Article”

Example:


Reference Citation Example
“Magazine Article”

Example:

Reference Citation Example

“Website”

Basic Format:

Author Last Name, Author First Initial., Author Middle Initial. (Year). *Title of work*. Retrieved from URL

Example (group author is a government agency):


- **author/authors**
- **publication year**
- **title of article (typed in italics)**
- **website url where article was retrieved from**
Reference Citation Example

“Corporate Author, Government Report”

Example:


Note: If a report number is available, list it directly after the title. For example: (Report No. 21). See pages 205-206 of APA manual for more details.
Reference Citation Example

“Informally published or self archived work”

Example:

Reference Citation Example

“Interview Recorded and Available on an Archive”

Reference Citation Example

“Personal Communication”

“Personal Communication...private letters, memos, some electronic communication...personal interviews...are not included in the reference page...cite personal communications in text only” (APA, 2009, p. 179), example:

J. M. Jones (personal communication, March 13, 2013)
Reference Citation Example

“Online Course Material”

If the instructor's material is not available elsewhere, cite course material as Personal Communication.

“Personal Communication...private letters, memos, some electronic communication...personal interviews...are not included in the reference page...cite personal communications in text only” (APA, 2009, p. 179), example:

Example:

J. M. Jones (personal communication, March 13, 2013)
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